Tallahassee Airport to Wingate Inn (2516 W lakeshore Dr)
10.6 miles; 21 minutes

1. Depart Tallahassee Airport on Local road(s) (North-East) for 54 yds
2. Bear RIGHT (East) onto Local road(s) for 0.2 mi
3. Turn LEFT (North) onto Local road(s) for 0.2 mi
4. Turn LEFT (South) onto Local road(s) for 43 yds
5. Turn RIGHT (North-West) onto Local road(s) for 0.4 mi
6. Turn RIGHT (North) onto Local road(s) for 98 yds
7. Turn LEFT (West) onto SR-263 [Capital Circle SW] for 1.8 mi
8. Turn LEFT to stay on SR-263 [Capital Circle SW] for 1.2 mi
9. Keep STRAIGHT onto SR-263 [Capital Circle NW] for 3.1 mi
   Reconstruction in Tallahassee (June 16, 2006 - March 30, 2007)
10. Take Ramp (RIGHT) onto I-10 [SR-8] for 3.0 mi
11. At exit 199, turn RIGHT onto Ramp for 0.5 mi
12. Bear RIGHT (East) onto US-27 [Hospitality St] for 0.3 mi
13. Bear RIGHT (South) onto W Lakeshore Dr [Lake Shore Dr W] for 65 yds
14. Arrive Wingate Inn